Friends,

As I’m sure you heard, House Democrats today voted to pass President Biden’s disastrous “Build Back Broke” tax and spend plan. Now the bill heads to the Senate where its prospects are much less clear. But the mere possibility of this massively irresponsible legislation becoming law is tragic for America.

**TWEET:** [I voted no on Democrats’ socialist agenda](https://twitter.com/DanBishopNC/status/1433329118289895168)

This morning, I made good on my promise to vote against President Biden and Congressional Democrats’ socialist spending bill. The nearly $2 Trillion “Build Back Broke” plan would unleash untold havoc upon the economy, tax middle-class families into oblivion, and add almost $400 Billion to our federal debt.

So not only is this bill not [*fully paid for*](https://twitter.com/DanBishopNC/status/1433329118289895168) as Biden promised, but its outlandish price tag would make Biden’s unchecked inflation crisis disastrously worse. Right now, working Americans are feeling the weight of rising costs. Spending Trillions of dollars that we don’t have is how we got into this mess in the first place. It is utterly shameful and unacceptable that Democrats haven’t considered the real costs here of their socialist agenda.

The bill itself is also well over 2,000 pages, giving Democrats ample room to insert brazenly radical provisions throughout it. Here’s just a few those horrific agenda items they included:

- Mass amnesty for illegal immigrants.
- Tax breaks for the wealthy in high-tax blue states.
- Green New Deal provisions and a new heating fuel tax that will send utility bills skyrocketing just in time for winter.
- Federal funding of abortions.
- IRS monitoring of bank accounts of middle-class Americans.
This irresponsible legislation is nothing more than a Far-Left wish list that America cannot afford. It is clear that President Biden’s disastrous socialist spending plan will build us back “broke,” not “better.” And I will continue to fight it to the end.

MORE: Inflation is bad enough, taxing middle-class families won’t help

---

**Do you support Biden’s nearly $2 Trillion socialist spending plan?**

- Yes
- No

Submit survey to sign up for updates on my work in Congress.*

---

**Biden’s FBI is targeting America’s parents**

Also wanted to highlight for you some disturbing news that broke this week concerning Attorney General Garland’s DOJ and the FBI. It turns out that in the wake of AG Garland falsely labeling parents as “domestic terrorists,” the FBI’s Counterterrorism Division went ahead and started “threat tagging” these parents who protested at school board meetings.

WATCH: This is a DOJ coverup

AG Garland had a chance to be forthcoming on this when he recently testified before Congress. After all, this FBI directive was sent the day before Garland testified. And especially since I sent a letter to him demanding all correspondence related to the matter. Instead, he chose to mislead the Members of the House Judiciary Committee.

To sum it all up, Biden’s DOJ shamefully branded parents they disagreed with politically as “domestic terrorists,” followed it up by using counterterrorism tools against them, and then lied about it.

America’s parents deserve better than the way the Biden Administration treats them. Moms and dads across the country started a movement speaking out against radical Critical Race Theory and mask mandates in schools. And they are not going to be intimidated by Biden or his cronies. But shame on them for trying.
As for AG Garland, I’m calling on him to come back to Congress immediately. He owes us some answers, along with an apology to every parent he targeted.

**TWEET:** The Biden Admin has turned against America’s parents

Facing Vaccination Mandates? [My office is here to help!](#)

Sincerely,

Dan Bishop  
Member of Congress